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Abstract
Habitat loss has been a large contributing factor in the decline in abundance of many fauna
species in Australia. Ground-dwelling mammals are particularly susceptible to this threat and
with the increase in urbanisation, there is a pressing need to conserve species that remain in
these environments. The quenda (Isoodon fusciventer) is one of the remaining native
mammals that persists in the metropolitan area of Western Australia. With the quenda’s
recent upgrade to species level, existing information on this species is often extrapolated
from eastern sub-species of the southern brown bandicoot. The metapopulation at Murdoch
University has declined over recent years and the lack of research on the quenda inhibits
conservation efforts.
This thesis studies the habitat preferences of the quenda population at Murdoch University
and monitors the effect of vegetation removal, from fire mitigation that is currently ongoing
on campus, on quenda activity. It was predicted that the vegetation removal from fire
mitigation would have a negative impact on quenda activity. Also of interest was trialling
different GPS attachment positions to achieve the longest consistent attachment time when
using adhesive. To address these aims, a combination of camera trapping, GPS tracking and
quenda diggings were used to determine micro and macrohabitat preferences of quenda.
Two sites were targeted for vegetation clearing and camera traps were used to determine
any change in quenda activity. Three other sites were monitored as a control.
The study found that at the microhabitat scale, quendas avoided grass, litter and canopy
cover. At the macrohabitat scale, quendas preferred shrub cover with higher levels of
vegetation density from 48 to 144 cm. Foraging occurred closer to grass trees and in denser
vegetated areas. A decrease in quenda activity was observed in areas that experienced
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vegetation clearing from fire mitigation with the control areas showing an increase in activity.
GPS tag positioning showed to have a small influence on attachment time with only the upper
back showing a significant increase compared to the mid-flank position.
The findings suggest that dense vegetation and grass trees are vital for the quendas at
Murdoch University and is similar to that of other bandicoots from the same genus. Careful
management is crucial during fire mitigation to ensure that there is adequate suitable habitat
during this process and into the future.
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1.0 Introduction

1.1 General introduction
Australia has had one of the highest mammal population extinction rates compared to other
continents around the world with 29 endemic land mammals having gone extinct in the last
230 years (Ceballos et al., 2002). Mammal abundance has declined since European settlement
from what is believed to be primarily due to the introduction of invasive species (Woinarski
et al., 2015) along with the contribution of habitat loss and other factors. Mammals provide
benefits to the environment including the maintenance of biodiversity in an ecosystem
through predation (Ripple & Beschta, 2003), creating soil turnover and assisting in water
penetration (Kristancic et al., 2017), or helping maintain key vegetation as a by-product of
nesting habits (Oakes, 2001).

Conservation of the remaining native mammal species should be one of the priorities of
ecologists and environmental planners due to the important roles they perform in their local
environment. It is therefore essential to study the basic ecology and habitat requirements of
species to perform effective conservation. This thesis focuses on determining the habitat
preferences of the quenda (Isoodon fusciventer) at Murdoch University and investigating
whether habitat reduction from ongoing fire mitigation will have a negative effect on the
quenda’s activity. This introduction provides an overall background to how small ground
dwelling mammals utilize the environment, how their habitat is threatened and what is
known of the quenda.
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1.2 Movement patterns and habitat preferences of small mammals
A habitat is described as the environment of a species, particularly the abiotic and biotic
entities it uses and selects in that environment (Bamford & Calver, 2014; Morrison et al.,
2012). A habitat is both individualistic, as each species has its own ecological niche, and
multidimensional, since they often contain multiple variables that relate to many different
species (Cushman, 2013). A home range is defined as the area traversed by an individual in
its normal activities of food gathering, mating and caring for young (Burt, 1943). Many factors
of an environment influence the movement behaviour of an animal inside its own home
range. These factors include water availability, viable food sources, vegetation structure, the
presence of predators or other organisms that will compete for resources and physical
barriers whether natural or man-made. The balance of these factors is what ultimately
determines the home range and habitat preferences of an individual.

Mcloughlin and Ferguson (2000) suggested that at a species level, home range size is mainly
determined by traits that are evolutionarily determined and thus change slowly such as body
size. At a population or individual level this is the opposite as the home range can vary quite
rapidly due to factors like seasonal food production or predation rates. Small to medium-sized
mammals have a wide variability in movement patterns and home range scales. Quokkas have
been recorded as inhabiting home ranges the size of a few hectares (Hayward et al., 2004).
This contrasts to some species of quoll that have home ranges estimated into the hundreds
of hectares (Glen & Dickman, 2006). While there have been studies to show that body size
accounts for some variability in home range size (MacGregor et al., 2013), it does not explain
the variability in short term movements. Opossums and mice (40 - 850g) studied in the forests
of Brazil using mark and recapture methods showed that home ranges were positively
2

correlated to body size but there was variability between species in their short-term
movements and distances travelled between trappings (Gentile & Cerqueira, 1995). In
contrast, the western pygmy possum of Australia, which only averages an adult weight of 13g,
has been recorded travelling up to 4.7km in a single night in search of food (Morrant & Petit,
2012). Food is not the only reason for excursions outside of the normal home range, with
marmots observed leaving their regular patches in pursuit of a suitable mate to breed with
(Salsbury & Armitage, 1994). Home range sizes of mammals can vary not only by body size
and taxa but by sex within a species. An example being the male bush rat exhibiting a larger
home range than it’s female counterpart (Wood, 1971) which is also experienced with some
bandicoot species (Mallick et al., 2000). Habitats that are of higher quality and have greater
food availability, have been shown to reduce home range size in some species (Broughton &
Dickman, 1991; Green et al., 1998).

Each animal species possesses their own unique characteristics and requirements when
choosing areas for daily activities such as nesting and foraging so that a habitat is more ideal
when it contains more than one type of vegetation or structure. This is no different in the
case of mammals. Habitat complexity has found to be more important than available
nutrients when it comes to various ground dwelling mammals (Catling & Burt, 1995). Dense
vegetation is usually preferred for nesting to give the best protection from predators and
extreme weather conditions. Some ground dwelling mammals will return to the same area to
nest as shown with dunnarts in semi-arid areas of Australia (Warnecke et al., 2012). Other
mammal species such as quolls are more opportunistic and make use of potential nesting sites
that are immediately accessible including hollow logs, rock crevices, burrows, tree hollows
and artificial structures (Glenn & Dickman, 2006). There is more habitat variability when it
3

comes to preferences for foraging and the preferences are more species specific. Southern
brown bandicoots have shown a preference for specific dense mid-storey plant species when
foraging (Haby et al., 2013). However long-nosed bandicoots, potoroos and dunnarts all
favour open areas for their foraging (Bennett, 1993; Chambers & Dickman, 2002;
Haythornthwaite, 2005). Foraging in an open area presents a risk for ground-dwelling
mammals because it leaves them exposed to potential predators. This risk can influence the
microhabitat preferences of these mammals as has been observed with rodents favouring
dense vegetation to avoid owls (Longland & Price, 1991).

Understanding the macro and microhabitat preferences of a species through observational
studies allows conservation efforts to have a greater chance of being successful. The most
common approach to studying habitat preferences on a fine scale is to use a focal-animal
approach. This approach uses the presence of an animal as an indication of the habitat being
used by the species and compares this to habitat that is more broadly available (Morrison et
al. 2012).

1.2.1 Methods of monitoring and tracking
To monitor the home ranges, movements and habitat preferences of mammals there have
been multiple methods trialled since the start of ecological observation. At the most basic
level, physical markers such as tracks (Thompson et al., 1989), diggings from foraging (Mallick
et al., 1997) and scats (Telfer et al., 2006) can be used as a general indication to determine
presence in an area but they are limited in accurately defining individual movements.
Capture-mark-recapture techniques using ongoing trapping sessions can provide a raw
indication of individual movements and home ranges. This is not without issues as baited
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traps can bias the short-term movements over the course of the trapping effort and the
distance between traps can underestimate home ranges (Junior et al., 2005). The attachment
of a small spool and line has been used on ground-dwelling animals to precisely trace the
movements and microhabitat preferences at a fine scale but has limitations on the amount
of data that can be collected due to its physical length.

With advancements in technology has come more efficient methods in monitoring the
movements of wildlife. The introduction of radio tags has allowed the tracking of individual
animals without the physical limitation experienced in the spool and line method. Radio
tracking involves attaching a radio transmitter to the animal whether by collar or harness, or
directly to the body with adhesive or sutures (Coetsee et al., 2016). Using a receiver, the
individual can be physically followed, and its movements observed. Radio tracking has been
shown to be more accurate at estimating home range sizes than using capture-markrecapture techniques (Junior et al., 2005). It can also identify microhabitat preferences down
to a small scale although not with the precise accuracy of a line and spool. The introduction
of GPS monitoring has allowed a higher number of positional fixes to be recorded as well as
removing the requirement to physically locate the animal. Originally popular on bird and
marine life, GPS monitoring has been successfully used on mammals (Glasby & Yarnell, 2013;
Matthews et al., 2013). Disadvantages of GPS technology is its inconsistent accuracy when
tracking at fine scales and its shortened battery life due to the heavy load of information and
satellite connections. If GPS is used for tracking, the addition of an accelerometer assists in
determining what activity the animal was undertaking at the time of collecting coordinates
and in some cases has also been adapted to assist the recording schedule to help counter the
flaws of the GPS technology (Brown et al., 2012).
5

Determining which tracking method to use is a process of weighing up the advantages and
disadvantages of each when factoring in the species being studied, costs and time constraints.
The advantage of monitoring mammals with their relatively small and accessible home ranges
compared to birds and marine life, is that the use of multiple methods is possible.

1.3 Threats to habitat
It is essential to study the microhabitat selection and movement behaviour of mammals
because they are facing a series of threats to their survival with one of the main issues being
the deterioration of available habitat. The key threats to habitat quality are as follows.

1.3.1 Habitat loss and fragmentation
One of the biggest issues facing ecologists is the significant loss of natural habitats due to both
natural and human-made impacts. Natural causes of habitat loss can include the effects of a
drying environment due to increased salinity levels in the soil, the loss of a keystone species
from an ecosystem and volatile weather conditions. Human mediated habitat loss occurs due
to urbanisation, climate change, clearing for agricultural use, the introduction of invasive
species and pollution.

The consequence of habitat loss on a wildlife species can range from a small reduction in a
metapopulation to a total species extinction (Brook et al., 2003). This can depend on the
resilience of each species to the extent of the habitat reduction. Extinctions can also
eventuate as an indirect result of habitat loss due to inbreeding depression, loss of prey,
increased hunter access and the reduction of adequate cover from predators (Brook et al.,
6

2008). While habitat loss either directly or indirectly remains as one of the most critical
components in extinctions or population decline, other ecological factors must still be
considered when conservation planning (Davidson et al., 2009). Care must also be taken
predicting localised extinctions based on habitat loss as while it is still a serious concern, many
models often overestimate the likelihood of extinction (He & Hubbell, 2011). Habitat loss is
not always as simplistic as the loss of overall area of a single habitat but is instead a complex
break down of a habitat into multiple portions. This process is known as fragmentation.

Fragmentation is defined at a basic level as the breaking of a habitat into smaller pieces
(Cushman, 2013). It is a form of habitat reduction but not only is it a reduction of the total
area, it is the loss of connectivity within a habitat. Studies have shown that the larger the total
area of a habitat, the more resilient it is to the effects of fragmentation with a lower extinction
probability of an animal compared to smaller areas (Burkey, 1995). All species are affected
differently by fragmentation and there is an optimal tipping point regarding population
sustainability for each of them (Diffendorfer et al., 1995). Birds are shown to be quite resistant
to fragmentation due to their high mobility, provided there are still habitats available. In
contrast, mammals can be highly sensitive particularly when their home ranges are quite
small (Buchmann et al., 2013). An example of fragmentation effecting a mammal species has
been observed with the southern brown bandicoot in the Mount Burr Range in South
Australia (Li et al., 2015). What was once a single population, has now become 3 distinct
populations due to low gene flow caused by low connectivity due to fragmentation of their
original range. A reduction in genetic diversity can lead to population decline through the
inability to adapt to changes in the environment should they occur.
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Fragmentation not only reduces connectivity but increases what is known as edge effects. By
reducing a large area into smaller areas, there is an increase in the boundaries between
habitat types. Organisms inhabiting the outer boundaries of habitat patches are exposed to
the conditions of surrounding ecosystems and if those surrounding ecosystems are not
compatible with these inhabitants then the remaining remnant habitat patch is essentially
reduced further in size (Murcia, 1995). The escalation of urbanisation puts an increased strain
on local wildlife particularly small, ground-dwelling mammals (Van der Ree & McCarthy, 2005)
and is one of the key causes of fragmentation. Even a small increase in adult mortality due to
urbanisation can lead to the potential extinction of a mammal population (Banks, 2004). Since
some species can be sustained in urban areas, it is worth preserving their habitat for not only
their ongoing survival but so that the environment benefits from their presence.

With better understanding of natural ecosystems and their importance, there has been a
more sustained effort in recent times to implement more wildlife-friendly infrastructure
when it comes to urban planning. Roads have shown to reduce the connectivity between
potential habitats for some mammals (Ascensão et al., 2017) and the creation of underpasses
is an example of an effort to retain links between habitat patches that could be used by the
same species (Harris et al., 2010). While this still allows some degree of connectivity, they are
not a perfect solution as predators such as the red fox (Vulpes vulpes) adapt their feeding
strategies to target high traffic areas such as these underpasses (Harris et al., 2010) and so
contribute to the mortality of lower order species. Underpass length has also shown a
negative correlation with use in the case of the quenda (Chambers & Bencini, 2015). In
contrast there are a small number of species that either are not affected or actually benefit
from the addition of roads due to roadkill being a food source (Rytwinski & Fahrig, 2013). This
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demonstrates that there is an added degree of complexity for urban planning regarding
wildlife conservation and that the specific species inhabiting the area needs to be considered
thus the need for individual population focused research.

1.3.2 Fire and fire mitigation
Large parts of Australia are highly susceptible to fire due to restricted rainfall and a high
concentration of plants containing sclerophyll (Bradstock et al., 2002). To reduce the
destruction caused by large scale fires, fire mitigation programs are carried out in areas that
are at risk and have become common in areas of heavy vegetation. Control or prescribed
burning, which uses fire in a controlled environment to remove any excess vegetation and
thereby reducing the amount of flammable material in an area, is one of the primary methods
of reducing environmental fuel load. Prescribed burning has decreased since 1990 due to
health concerns, smaller safe operating windows and lower social acceptability. Mechanical
fuel load reduction (MFLR) has become an alternative method to reduce vegetation biomass
(Ximenes et al., 2017). MFLR has been shown to be effective at simulating low intensity burn
treatments and can be more suited to urban environments where costs and liability are a
concern (Stephens et al., 2012).

While bushfire can directly impact on mammal populations, fire mitigation strategies have
also been suspected to have negative impacts on wildlife communities due to removing dense
flammable vegetation. Controlled burns have been recorded to have negatively impacted on
small ground dwelling mammal populations due to removal of understorey which they utilize
for cover (Lawes et al., 2015). Mechanical fuel load reduction has also been shown to reduce
abundance in some small mammals (Bull & Blumton, 1999). Fire load management needs to
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be carefully planned as, while wildlife outcomes can be positive in some cases, there is high
variability in the aftermath between different treatments and their impact on different
mammal species and vegetation types (Converse et al., 2006). A fire mitigation plan that is
too aggressive can result in excessive habitat loss putting local mammal populations under
pressure.

1.4 The Quenda (Isoodon fusciventer, Gray 1841)
The quenda is one of the few remaining marsupials that still occur in the Perth metropolitan
region. While persisting in a fragmented urban environment and falling in the critical weight
range for mammals (Howard et al., 2014; Johnson & Isaac, 2009), they are directly affected
by the aforementioned threats. The quenda is a small to medium-sized bandicoot that is
brindled brown and black in colour. They have short rounded ears that barely extend above
their crown and a reasonably short tail (Menkhorst & Knight, 2011). Males of this species can
grow up to 1850g and are generally larger than females which grow to 1200g (Dyck & Strahan,
2008). Previously known as the southern brown bandicoot and occasionally as the shortnosed bandicoot (Dyck & Strahan, 2008), quenda is the traditional Noongar name and now
the official common name of this species (Travouillon & Phillips, 2018). Quendas are not to
be confused with the northern brown bandicoot (Isoodon macrourus) which are similar in
appearance but larger in size.

1.4.1 Taxonomy
The quenda is a member of the Isoodon genus which is part of the Peramelidae family
(bandicoots) and sits under the order Peramelemorphia (bandicoots and bilbies). Originally
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the quenda was considered a Western Australian sub-species of Isoodon obesulus (Isoodon
obesulus fusciventer). By combining molecular and morphological datasets then performing a
total evidence phylogenetic and dating analysis for this order, it has been determined that
the quenda is worthy of its own species status and has been reclassified the Isoodon
fusciventer (Travouillon & Phillips, 2018). There have been physical differences found
between populations of the quenda but not at a level to be taxonomically significant (Cooper,
1998).

The remaining sub-species of Isoodon obesulus are Isoodon obesulus obesulus (south east
mainland Australia), Isoodon obesulus peninsulae (north Queensland), Isoodon obesuslus
affinus (Tasmania) and Isoodon obesulus nauticus (Nuyts archipelago, South Australia). There
have also been queries over the taxonomy of the I.obesulus peninsulae (Westerman et al.,
2012). Other bandicoots that are members of this genus are the golden bandicoot (Isoodon
auratus) and the northern brown bandicoot (Isoodon macrourus).

1.4.2 Distribution
Quenda are found in small fragmented populations within higher rainfall areas across the
south-west of Western Australia (Friend, 1990). Specimens have been recorded as far north
as Moore river and east to Daw Island (Friend, 1990). Previously they had a wider distribution
prior to European settlement. The southern brown bandicoot which was formerly linked to
the quenda are found across the southern and eastern parts of Australia (Figure 1.1).
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Figure 1.1 Current and previous distribution of the quenda (WA) and southern brown bandicoot
(rest of Aus). Image taken from (Paull, Mills, & Claridge, 2013). The I. obesulus fusciventer is now
classified the I. fusciventer.

1.4.3 Diet
Quenda are omnivorous and as such they consume a range of organisms such as arthropods,
plant roots, tubers and fungi (Menkhorst & Knight, 2011). Sourcing these items comes from
foraging across the ground surface or by penetrating the top soil through digging (Dyck &
Strahan, 2008). The unique conical diggings that are a result of foraging by the quenda, have
proven to have a positive effect on an ecosystem by aerating the soil and allowing nutrients
to cycle more efficiently (Kristancic et al., 2017; Valentine et al., 2013). This service that the
quenda provides the environment, reinforces the importance of conservation of this species.
The diggings also provide another method of detecting the presence of the quenda in an area
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and can be used as a simple index for abundance where other time-consuming and expensive
methods of measurement cannot be used (Mallick et al., 1997).

1.4.4 Life cycle and demographics
Breeding amongst quendas is thought to occur all year round and females typically produce
2 or 3 litters per year of up to 6 young (Dyck & Strahan, 2008). Due to the poor survival rate
of juveniles, normally only 2 to 3 young progress to the weaning stage (Dyck & Strahan, 2008).
The gestation period lasts only around 15 days, with a further 60 days lactation until weaning
(Dyck & Strahan, 2008). Quenda reach sexual maturity at 4 to 5 months of age. The short
gestation and maturing time shows a potential to repopulate quickly but due to the high
mortality rate of juveniles, recruitment is quite low. Adult lifespan has been observed in the
field at a maximum of 3-4 years and is believed to be the result of the combination of natural
mortality and habitat factors such as quality, predators and parasites.

1.4.5 Behaviour
Quendas are not territorial but actively avoid each other and are generally quite shy when
approached (Broughton & Dickman, 1991). They have been known to fight each other when
confrontations arise and often show physical damage from these altercations. Tails being
reduced in length from attacks by either other quenda or predators is commonly observed.
They build shelters using a combination of existing habitat structures and leaf litter and have
been known to use pre-existing burrows from other species (Dyck & Strahan, 2008). They are
traditionally nocturnal but can be often observed active at times during the day depending
on the proximity of predators. Home ranges of the quenda vary between 0.5 and 5 hectares
(Dyck & Strahan, 2008) and can overlap to a greater degree when there is increased food
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availability. There have been promising signs of bandicoot survivability in the short term when
carrying out low intensity control burns on eastern Isoodon species (Hope, 2012).

1.4.6 Current status
Listed by the government as a priority 4 species in Western Australia, this defines the quenda
as rare and/or near threatened. While there are still sustainable populations across the south
west, numbers have declined since the introduction of European settlement (Dyck & Strahan,
2008) and they could reach endangered levels without adequate monitoring. Habitat loss due
to a combination of climate change, urbanisation and fire regimes are one of the main causes
of population decline but they have been shown to adapt to urban environments providing
there are habitable patches present with sufficient food sources (Broughton & Dickman,
1991). Introduced predators such as the red fox (Vulpes vulpes) are known to prey on the
quenda and have contributed to the fall in population numbers (Dickman, 1988).

1.4.7 Knowledge gap
Much of what is recorded on the quenda is based on studies undertaken on eastern subspecies of Isoodon obesulus. With the quenda now being upgraded to species status,
information available may not be considered as applicable as it could be. Only limited
research has been undertaken on the quenda specifically. A 2012 general survey of
opportunistic sightings by the community showed that quendas persist within the urban
metropolitan area (Howard et al., 2014). While bandicoots are known to adapt to moderate
urbanisation, Ramalho (2018) found that significant urbanisation has the potential to cause
local extinction of quenda metapopulations. Previous research on quendas inhabiting the
swan coastal plain shows limited gene flow between metapopulations (Cooper, 2000).
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Knowing this, if we are to maintain the survival of this species, conservation efforts need to
focus on the needs of individual metapopulations. Knowledge on movement patterns and
habitat preferences of ground-dwelling mammal species is crucial to provide them with the
most ideal habitat to support a sustainable population. With eastern Isoodon species showing
a preference for dense low to mid storey vegetation (Haby et al., 2013; Keiper & Johnson,
2004; Vernes, 2003) and grass trees (Haby et al., 2013; Keiper & Johnson, 2004), and given
the limited research on the quenda regarding habitat preferences, there is the need to
observe if the metapopulation inhabiting the Murdoch University campus in Western
Australia shares these characteristics or has a preference of its own. With fire load reduction
being completed on Murdoch’s campus, the opportunity to observe the quenda’s reaction to
potential habitat reduction in an urban environment is also beneficial in ensuring future
sustainability of local quenda populations.

1.5 Study Objective

The Murdoch University campus is situated south of Perth and contains a mix of urban
infrastructure and remnant bushland (Dell & Bennett, 1986). With the recent arising need to
manage fuel load on the campus (Bushfire Prone Planning, 2016) and given what we know
about the habitat preferences for eastern species of the Isoodon genus, there is concern that
extensive removal of vegetation by mechanical means will have a detrimental effect on the
quenda population that is situated in the area. The Murdoch quenda population has declined
25% since 2016 based on annual surveys (Unpublished data K.Bryant). With the campus
grounds already a fragmented mosaic of differing vegetation patches, further habitat losses
in the remaining areas could prove a tipping point to the survivability of this quenda
15

population. Not only do the quenda contribute to the ecosystem around campus with their
ability to improve soil penetration, they have been one of the key representatives of native
fauna inhabiting the university and have supported Murdoch’s identity as a green campus.

The objectives of this study are to observe and document habitat preferences for this quenda
population along with any changes in the intensity of activity in an area after sections of the
vegetation have been cleared. This information is needed by campus management to aid in
current and future fire mitigation processes. It is predicted that the activity level of quendas
will be significantly reduced in areas that are mechanically cleared for fuel load management.

The specific aims of this thesis are as follows:

1) to determine the macrohabitat preferences of the quenda population on campus;
2) to determine the microhabitat preferences of the quenda population on campus;
3) compare the intensity of quenda activity prior to and following the habitat alteration
(MFLR) in bush/scrub remnants due to fire mitigation on campus with control areas where no
habitat intervention is planned;
4) determine the best position for GPS tag placement on the quenda using adhesive to
establish methods for future studies of home ranges and movement patterns.
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2.0 Materials and Methods
2.1 Introduction
This chapter will describe the procedures and equipment used to determine what
microhabitats quenda are utilizing in the northern half of Murdoch University’s campus and
if vegetation density reduction will have a negative influence on their presence. According to
annual surveys (K.Bryant, unpublished data), the local quenda population is still present in
reasonable numbers (minimum 100 individuals) around the campus although there has been
a decline over recent years. The local quenda inhabiting this area are important as they
provide a link between the populations that are present in the Beeliar wetlands to the south
and Piney Lakes reserve to the north.
2.2 Study Region
Murdoch University’s main campus is located in the suburb of Murdoch in Western Australia
(Figure 2.1). Neighbouring the south side of the campus is the Beeliar Regional Park and
wetlands, while surrounding the remaining sides of the campus are main roads, residential
housing and the Fiona Stanley hospital complex along the east. The campus itself covers over
227 hectares (Murdoch University, 2018) and lies between the Spearwood and Bassendean
dune systems as part of the once extensive eucalypt/banksia woodland (Dell & Bennett,
1986). The northern section of campus contains a network of buildings that are spread
amongst a range of modified and remnant bushland and gardens (Figure 2.2). The southern
section of the campus contains open paddocks for the veterinary farm and there is also a
natural woodland that features the Chelodina wetland.
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Figure 2.1 Satellite image of the Perth metropolitan area with the location of Murdoch University.
Source Google Earth.

Figure 2.2 Aerial view of Murdoch University south street campus. Source ArGIS.
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The university is home to four species of eucalypts, two paperbarks, five banksias, and one
she-oak, Christmas tree, woody pear and acacia (Dell & Bennett, 1986). A small range of
mammal species inhabit the campus including the quenda (Isoodon fusciventer), black rat
(Rattus rattus), house mouse (Mus musculus) and predators such as the red fox (Vulpes
vulpes). The size of Murdoch University’s Perth campus with its significant abundance of
natural bushland makes it unique amongst the universities on offer in Western Australia.
2.3 Area selection
Murdoch University has recently undertaken a bushfire risk assessment where a 3-year
bushfire mitigation plan was implemented from the start of 2018 (BPP, 2016). During the
assessment period, significant patches of vegetation on campus were identified and assessed
for dominant species and fuel load. Each area was given a hazard rating based on those
findings. The plan involves removal of flammable weed species and dead material while
maintaining safe distances between buildings and high-risk vegetation in areas with high
hazard ratings. The identification numbers and locations for each of these areas can be seen
in Figure 2.3.
This study was focused on potential quenda habitat patches in the northern portion of
campus and coincided with the bushfire mitigation plan using areas still planned for clearing.
The northern section of campus was chosen due to our study focusing on built up areas that
were imminently targeted for clearing with the southern reserves planned for a prescribed
burn that was to occur after this study was finished. Areas 15, 16, 17 and 24 had been
cleared/modified prior to commencement so were not suitable for our study. The north east
corridor was one section selected as it consisted of predominantly remnant bushland and was
only partially cleared in a small section around an existing walkway. The north east section
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composed of area 2, 3, 4 and 12. On the western side of campus, area 14 was selected as it
was a large section of remnant bushland surrounded by Grevillea sp. on its north east
perimeter. It was the only viable option on this side of campus as the surrounding areas had
already been modified. Centrally, area 25 was selected as it consisted of dense bushland that
was predicted to be highly suitable for quenda. Area 26 had been partially cleared the
previous year but still had enough suitable bushland to be the final area selected for the study.
A list of the study areas with basic descriptions can be seen in Table 2.1.
Initially it was planned to compare movements patterns between built up areas in the
northern part of campus and natural bushland areas to the south, but this was not possible
due to time constraints and the time taken to optimize tracking methods. Area clearing for
our study relied on coordination with campus management and was challenging when plans
changed. Area 25 was originally selected as an area to be cleared but due to future building
plans, it could only be used as a control. Portions of areas 12 and 14 were cleared as part of
our study with 14 decided on to replace 25.
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Figure 2.3 Aerial view of Murdoch University showing the vegetation areas under assessment for
bushfire mitigation (image adapted from BPP, 2016).
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Table 2.1 Basic description, dominant flora and the size of each area used for quenda monitoring.
Descriptions taken from Murdoch bushfire mitigation plan (Bushfire Prone Planning, 2016). Only part
of areas 2 and 14 were monitored by cameras as mentioned in section 2.5. See Figures 2.3 and 2.4
for area diagrams.

Area
2

Description
Forest

3

Scrub

4

Forest

12

Forest

14

Forest

25

Forest

26

Forest

Dominant flora
Corymbia calophylla
Eucalyptus marginata
Melaleuca sp.
Taxandria parviceps
Corymbia calophylla
Banksia sp.
Eucalyptus rudis
Corymbia calophylla
Pinus sp.
Corymbia calophylla
Pinus sp.
Corymbia calophylla
Melaleuca sp.
Eucalyptus marginata
Taxandria parviceps

Size (hectares)
2.4

Activity
Camera + GPS

0.56

GPS

0.31

Camera + GPS

0.34

Camera + GPS

4.22

Camera + GPS

0.51

Camera + GPS

0.88

GPS

2.4 Vegetation assessment
To quantify the different characteristics of each area and to assess the difference in
vegetation structure following clearings, multiple plots were assessed inside each area where
12 variables were measured and recorded. The list and description of these variables can be
seen in Table 2.2. The total number of plots was dependant on the total area size. Plots were
located at intervals of 20-25 metres along transects that were spread across each area, 25
metres apart. Each plot was circular with a diameter of 10m to match the error during GPS
tracking (see section 2.6). It was determined through trials that approximately 80% of GPS
fixes came within 5m of the true tag coordinates.
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Table 2.2 Description of variables assessed in each circular vegetation plot. Plots were 10m in
diameter.
Variable
Open ground
Grass
Leaf litter
Bush
Other
Canopy cover
Low cover
Medium cover
High cover
No. of grass trees
Distance to G.T.
Diggings

Description
Percentage of ground layer that was open ground
Percentage of ground layer that was grass
Percentage of ground layer that was covered in leaf litter or debris
Percentage of ground layer that was covered by bush
Percentage of ground layer not in either of the above categories
Percentage of canopy cover
Percentage of vegetation density 0-48cm
Percentage of vegetation density 48-96cm
Percentage of vegetation density 96-144cm
Number of grass trees inside plot
Distance to nearest grass tree
Whether quenda diggings were present or not

Once a plot position was reached and marked out, ground cover was visibly assessed to
determine its composition. The ground layer was classified as either open ground, grass,
litter/debris, bush or ‘other’ with each category given a percentage score. Canopy cover was
measured by recording the percentage of squares blocked by sunlight using a spherical
densiometer placed at elbow height in 4 positions (North, South, East and West) around the
central plot point. These 4 readings were then averaged to achieve a total plot reading.
Horizontal vegetation density was measured with the assistance of a chequer board. The
board was created by joining 2 pieces of corflute to make 600 by 960mm. Black and white
squares were added by attaching 48mm black tape and cutting out sections to expose the
white corflute. The board was placed three metres from the centre of the plot and three levels
of density were measured. 0-48cm, 48-96cm and 96-144cm. The percentage of squares
covered by vegetation was recorded for each of the three levels in 4 positions (N, S, E, W).
Each density level was then averaged to achieve a total reading for each plot.
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The number of grass trees in each plot were recorded due to there being a correlation to
bandicoot habitat use in previous studies (Haby, 2013, Keiper & Johnson, 2004). If none were
present, then the distance to the closest grass tree was estimated in metres from the central
plot point. Plots with grass trees were recorded as zero metres. The presence of any quenda
diggings was also noted in each plot.
After areas 12 and 14a (see section 2.5) were cleared for fire mitigation purposes, the
individual plots that were affected were reassessed using the same method. Area 12 had
dense shrub along the north-west and western perimeter removed while area 14a had
portions of dense shrub removed along with some small trees and the grass cut. Overall, 12
percent of area 12 was cleared and 13.5 percent of area 14a.
2.5 Camera trapping
Camera traps were used to assess quenda activity as an index of how they use the habitat pre
and post fire mitigation. The use of habitat can be considered independent between areas
but movement of individuals between areas makes it inappropriate to use cameras to
measure abundance. They have proven to be a sufficient approach for detecting area density
(Rowcliffe et al., 2008) and have outperformed traditional trapping methods when recording
species richness (Paull et al., 2012). One issue when comparing indices of activity between
areas may be differences in detectability of a species that arise due to differences in habitat.
This is likely to be less of an issue with motion-triggered cameras, however it still may be an
issue where the camera is triggered by movement and a positive identification may not be
able to be made in dense vegetation. However, to adjust the data accordingly to probability
of detection would require using occupancy or mark-recapture modelling, neither of which
were appropriate in this instance (MacKenzie et al., 2005).
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A total of 11 remote-sensing cameras (Bushnell Trophy Cam HD) were used to record quenda
activity in five test areas (see table 2.3). We were limited by having 11 cameras to deploy so
reduced the size of large areas into smaller sections to reduce total test area and thus making
all 5 test areas more similar in size. Area 2 was separated into 2a and 2b, along with area 14
that was separated into 14a, 14b and 14c. The arrangement of these subdivisions can be seen
in Figure 2.4. Of the five sites that were chosen, two of those were used as treatments and
marked for clearing while the remaining three were used as a control (see Table 2.3). The
areas were selected based on suitability for quenda activity, location on the campus and the
logistics of being cleared at a suitable time.

Figure 2.4 Diagrams showing how Area 2 (left) and 14 (right) were separated into smaller areas.

Table 2.3 Areas used for camera trapping with variable type and size (see Figure 2.3 for area
locations).

Area
2a
4
12
14a
25

Type
Control
Control
Treatment
Treatment
Control

Size (hectares)
1
0.31
0.34
2
0.51

No. of Cameras
2
2
2
3
2
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All areas had two cameras covering from 0.3 to 1 ha with the exception of area 14a which had
three in the northern portion only covering approximately 1.4 ha. Camera locations inside
each area were chosen based off area coverage, suitable mounting points and to minimize
visibility from the public. Cameras were mounted to a tree in a metal protective casing using
steel screws 30cm from the ground to the sensor and at a slight angle facing downwards (see
Figure 2.5). In one case (area 14a post-clearing) a camera was mounted on a stake due to a
lack of available trees.

Figure 2.5 Image of a remote sensing camera installation.

Camera traps were set from the start of May through to the middle of August with the clearing
of areas 12 and 14a occurring during July. Quenda detections per day were recorded for each
camera. So that the same animal did not significantly inflate the total number of detections,
only one animal could be recorded every 30 minutes unless there were more than one visible
in a photo. Rats were also recorded as they were another mammal that was in high abundance
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in most test areas and allowed a comparison to the quenda. Rat detections were recorded as
a separate variable and any ground dwelling mammal that showed a quenda or rat likeness
but could not be confirmed was recorded as an unknown. Other wildlife including foxes, cats,
rabbits and birds were not counted as the numbers were insignificant during this time period.

2.6 GPS tracking
To observe the microhabitat preferences of the quenda around campus, we used GPS tag
attachments to record their presence in the available habitat. GPS tags were chosen as it
allowed more data to be captured compared to radio tracking and required less physical
demand. Initially, the tags were to assess movement patterns and to use these movements
to assess use of areas pre and post clearing. The short duration of attachment and the time
taken to optimize the tracking methods meant that there was too little time to assess this.
To attach GPS tags to the quenda, individuals were targeted in the areas around the camera
sites using up to 12 cage traps (20x20x56cm) baited with a peanut butter and oats mix. Traps
were set under a hessian bag and utilised natural shelter such as a shrub or bush. Traps were
opened in the evening and checked at sunrise. Trap nights occurred on average once a week
from the period of March 2018 to mid-August 2018 and alternated between the east and west
sides of the campus. Individuals were measured for weight, right pes and head length with
vernier calipers. Sex was observed in the field and if female, the number of pouch young
counted, or teat length measured by visual estimation. Any quenda that had no identification
chip were microchipped (Trovan Midi-chip) and a small tissue sample was taken from the left
ear for later use by the university for DNA analysis. Individuals were automatically excluded
from being a tracking candidate if they were carrying young, the tag (~15 grams) was over 5%
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of their weight or they had evidence of any injuries such as cuts or scratches incurred from
their normal activities. While some of the animals in these categories could have been
tracked, we chose not to add any additional stress to those individuals with sufficient available
candidates on the campus.
Four GPS tags (Biotrack Pinpoint Beacon 240) were used throughout the tracking period and
four external VHF transmitters (Biotrack Pip 3) were attached to the right side of the tags
using Selleys Araldite epoxy adhesive (see Figure 2.6). The external VHF transmitters were
used as a back-up in case the batteries in the GPS tags failed or lost charge prematurely
causing the internal VHF to not function. The VHF was required to locate the tag after
detachment from the animal with the GPS being only a data-logger. The GPS tags were
programmed to record satellite fixes at 10-minute intervals while the internal VHF was set to
turn on for three hours in the morning to conserve battery life. The GPS tags were fitted with
a mortality function which would double the rate of the internal VHF signal once the tag
stopped moving to aid in tag recovery. We set the mortality function to activate after being
immobile for 10 hours, so it would not activate while the animal was resting.

Figure 2.6 Image of a GPS tag with external vhf transmitter glued to the right-hand side (left) and tag
attachment to quenda (right).
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Although collar attachment was preferred with the eastern barred bandicoot (Coetsee et al.,
2016), it was deemed to be inappropriate on the quenda due to the lack of a defined neck
and that it may inhibit its digging action. Attaching to the body with adhesive was preferred.
The success of adhesive attachment of tags to other mammals have found to have variable
results (Byers et al., 2017) with short attachment times an issue but also up to 25 days
(Coetsee et al., 2016). To determine the best position and fur length we attempted multiple
combinations during the GPS tracking period. Shaving the fur was recommended by the
manufacturer but was found to be unachievable due to the hair being too thick for battery
operated clippers. The use of scissors achieved the shortest fur. Both untrimmed and trimmed
fur were trialled along with multiple positions (lower rump, mid-rump, mid-flank and upper
back). All positions were located centrally over the spine apart from the mid-flank which sat
alongside the spine (Figure 2.7). The adhesive used to attach tags was Riverband tissue
adhesive (n-Butyl Cyanoacrylate) and was applied to the base of the GPS tag and animal then
allowed to set for a minimum of 5 minutes before release.

Figure 2.7 Diagram of quenda displaying GPS attachment positions. A = lower rump, B = mid-rump, C
= mid-flank and D = upper back.
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After a GPS tag had come adrift from the animal, it was retrieved using either the internal or
external VHF beacons with a hand receiver (Bushnell) using an external antenna. The software
used to download recorded GPS coordinates was PinPoint Host (version 2.12.2.7). After
downloading, the data was assembled and cleaned in Microsoft Excel (version
16.0.9126.2259). As the horizontal dispersal of precision (HDOP) becomes higher the accuracy
of the recorded fix becomes increasingly unreliable so satellite fixes that presented a HDOP
over 3 were discarded along with any fix recorded after the mortality function had activated.
2.7 Data analysis
Aim 1: Determine the macrohabitat preferences of quenda on campus.
The mean detection count between cameras was compared with the mean of each vegetation
variable from each corresponding area using Pearson’s correlation coefficient. The same
analysis was undertaken between the proportion of digging activity in each area and the mean
of each vegetation variable. Digging activity proportion was calculated by the number of plots
featuring quenda diggings compared to the total plots surveyed in an area. Control areas used
the same digging proportion pre and post clearing.
All analyses were undertaken in RStudio (version 1.1.456)

Aim2: Determine the microhabitat preferences of quenda on campus.
Two coordinates from each 24-hour period for the duration of each tracked individual were
chosen from the available fixes. Large groups of unsuccessful fixes were assumed to be resting
times under dense shelter since the coordinates immediately before and after were similar
or in close proximity. One fix was randomly taken mid-range from the available successful
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fixes and another from the last successful fix before resting. Vegetation assessments were
carried out on those coordinates using the same method as the general vegetation
assessment. The coordinates from each individual were grouped together to form a collection
of known used habitat data. Vegetation plots that contained no GPS fixes by any of the
tracked quenda were grouped together and classified as unused habitat. It is possible that
plots in the unused habitat group were visited by untracked quenda or by tracked quenda
between GPS fixes, but there was no way of knowing without incorporating other tracking
methods.
Principle component analysis (PCA) was undertaken on the vegetation assessment variables
to determine if there were any differences between used and unused habitats. Logistics
regression was performed to determine if any individual vegetation variables were significant
between the used and unused habitat data.
All analyses were undertaken in RStudio (version 1.1.456)

Aim 3: Determine if the clearing of vegetation has a significant impact on quenda presence.
Quenda, rat and unknown counts were collated into 24-hour periods for each camera. The
data from each camera were grouped into their corresponding treament types (cleared and
control). The data was then categorised as either pre or post-clearing depending on the day
of recording.
A Poisson generalized linear model was undertaken to determine if there was any significant
difference between quenda activity after clearing took place in both groups. A negative
binomial generalized linear model was also undertaken for comparison in the chance of
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individual quenda inflating counts during a single 24-hour period. Both analyses were
undertaken on quenda and rats. Unknown counts that were most likely to be quenda, were
also added to the quenda data in a separate analysis to see if the joint data had a different
result to the quenda data alone.
Loess curves with confidence intervals were added to display trends in the data. A Loess curve
is a non-parametric method of displaying trends. The line is based on weightings from groups
of points instead of assessing them all at once. This gives the trend line the ability to fit the
data better if it is not linear. The Loess curve is an alternate look at the result in addition to
the parametric tests which may not suit the data perfectly.
All analyses were undertaken in RStudio (version 1.1.456)

Aim 3: Determine the best position for GPS tag attachment on a quenda using adhesive
Multiple linear regression was undertaken on attachment data to determine if there was a
significant difference between position type, fur length or tape application on tag attachment
duration.
Analysis was carried out in RStudio (version 1.1.456)
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3.0 Results
3.1 Macrohabitat preferences of the quenda
Macrohabitat was determined by comparing quenda activity indices (camera detections and
the proportion of an area featuring diggings see Table 3.1) against vegetation characteristics.

Table 3.1 Mean detection rates and digging proportions for each area. Detection rates shown as
detections per 24-hour period. Digging presence shown as percentage of area.

Area
2A

Treatment
Control

4

Control

12

Cleared

14A

Cleared

25

Control

Time point
Pre
Post
Pre
Post
Pre
Post
Pre
Post
Pre
Post

Quenda
0.15
0.48
0.39
0.59
0.39
0.19
0.23
0.26
1.21
1.37

Diggings
36.36
36.36
87.5
87.5
100
66.66
53.8
53.8
87.5
87.5

3.1.1 Vegetation characteristics pre-clearing
The following figures represent the mean and interquartile ranges (IQR) for each vegetation
variable for the five areas used during our macrohabitat analysis. Area 14A showed a high
level of grass cover compared to the other areas (Figure 3.1C). Area 25 was high in shrub
cover and horizontal vegetation density (Figures 3.1D, 3.2B, 3.2C). Area 2 had the lowest
horizontal vegetation density (Figures 3.2A, 3.2B, 3.2C), the highest litter (Figure 3.1B) and
was furthest away from grass trees (3.2D).
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Figure 3.1 Means and IQR for vegetation variable values per area: A) Bare ground, B) Litter, C) Grass,
D) Shrub cover, E) ‘Other’ ground cover, F) Canopy cover. Treatment areas (n =2) (left) and control
areas (n = 3) (right).
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Figure 3.2 Means and IQR for vegetation variable values per area: A) Horizontal vegetation density
0-48cm B) Horizontal vegetation density 48-96cm C) Horizontal vegetation density 96-144cm D)
Distance to grass tree (metres). Treatment areas (n =2) (left) and control areas (n = 3) (right).

3.1.2 Macrohabitat preferences
Using Pearson’s correlation coefficient, the mean detection rate of quendas had a large
strength of association with areas that featured a ground layer covered in bush (r = 0.95),
medium-level horizontal vegetation density (r = 0.74) and high-level horizontal vegetation
density (r = 0.68). There was a moderate negative association with a ground layer consisting
of grass (r = -0.49).
The presence of quenda diggings, which would suggest foraging, had a large strength of
association with areas that featured high level horizontal vegetation density (r = 0.77), were
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close to grass trees (r = 0.7) and medium level vegetation density (r = 0.65). There was a
moderate association with low level vegetation density (r = 0.43), a ground layer covered by
shrub (r = 0.37) and canopy cover (r = 0.37).
Correlations between vegetation characteristics show high strength of association between
canopy cover and litter cover (r = 0.92). Ground layer covered in bush also had a high
association with all three layers of vegetation density which was to be expected. A correlation
matrix shows correlations for all variables (Figure 3.3).

Figure 3.3 Heat map showing correlations between vegetation variables, detection rates of quenda
and digging presence proportion. Refer to Table 2.2 for variable explanations.
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3.2 Microhabitat preferences of the quenda
3.2.1 Quenda captures and tracking candidates
Over the course of the trapping period, there were 64 captures of quenda with 26 of those
being recaptures. The sex ratio of male to females was 1:2. Two individuals were released
without their sex identified. A third of females were carrying young with an average litter size
of 2.13. Most pregnant females were caught in July and August. Of the 38 individuals caught,
20 were used as candidates for GPS attachments with a sex ratio of male to female of 1.2:1.
Weight and body measurements of the candidates were reflective of the total sample caught
(Table 3.2). There were 31 attachments in total with some individuals being used multiple
times. Eighteen GPS attachments successfully stayed attached for a duration longer than 30
hours (see Figure 3.7).
Table 3.2 Mean ± SD of body dimensions of all quenda caught during the trapping process and those
chosen for GPS tracking.

Male
Female
Weight (grams)
Head length (mm)
Right PES length (mm)

Overall
n = 12
n = 24
817 ± 284.4
76.6 ± 6.3
59.5 ± 3.8

Tracking candidates
n = 11
n=9
804 ± 298.9
76.7 ± 6.3
59.5 ± 3.7

3.2.2 Vegetation characteristics
The following figures represent the available habitat across all areas by displaying the
frequency of vegetation variable values when observing all individual survey plots.
Bare ground was scarce in the areas we surveyed with most plots recording 10% or less (Figure
3.4A). Grass cover had a wide range of values showing that it was quite variable across the
campus (Figure 3.4B). Shrub cover was rarely recorded over 50% (Figure 3.4D) with the three
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horizontal density levels all recording a similar trend (Figures 3.5A, 3.5B, 3.5C). ‘Other’ ground
cover was 0% in almost all plots with the remainder being of low values (Figure 3.5E). The
variable was removed from the logistic regression analysis for this reason (see section 3.2.3).
Canopy cover was variable across our study areas (Figure 3.5F) and most plots were within
60m of a grass tree (Figure 3.5D)

Figure 3.4 Frequency of vegetation variable values for all area assessment plots. A) Bare ground, B)
Grass, C) Litter, D) Shrub cover.
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Figure 3.5 Frequency of vegetation variable values for all area assessment plots. A) Horizontal
vegetation density 0-48cm, B) Horizontal vegetation density 48-96cm, C) Horizontal vegetation
density 96-144cm, D) Distance to grass tree (metres), E) ‘Other’ ground cover, F) Canopy cover.
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3.2.3 Microhabitat preferences

A PCA comparing microhabitat characteristics between used (n = 32) and unused (n = 26)
habitat by quenda showed no clear separation (Figure 3.6). PC1 only explained 27.3% of the
variation with PC2 explaining 20%. While no overall microhabitat pattern emerged when
factoring in all variables, a logistic regression analysis revealed that a number of variables had
a significant impact on odds for a quenda being present.
A reduction of canopy cover by one percent would increase the odds of a quenda being
present by three percent (z = -2.288, p = 0.022), a reduction in litter cover by one percent
would increase the odds of a quenda being present by seven percent (z = -2.011, p = 0.044)
and a reduction in grass cover by one percent would increase the odds of a quenda being
present by eight percent (z = -2.159, p = 0.031).
Bush ground cover and vegetation density appeared to have no significance to microhabitat
preference which is opposed to the positive correlation found with quenda activity during
camera trapping.
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Figure 3.6 PCA showing the similarity between sites used and unused by quenda. PC1 explained
27.3% of the variation and PC2 20%, giving a total of only 47.3% variation.

Figure 3.7 Aerial view of Murdoch University campus displaying successful GPS fixes with a HDOP of
3 or less. Individual colours represent each tracked quenda (n=14)
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3.2.4 Quenda activity time
Using GPS fix information and under the assumption that large blocks of unsuccessful fixes
were nesting times in dense foliage, the majority of quenda were found to be active between
9am and 8pm suggesting that the population on campus is mostly diurnal (Figure 3.8). This
would align with opportunistic quenda sightings experienced around campus.

Figure 3.8 Proportion of quenda (n = 18) active at each hour of the day calculated using GPS fix
success.

3.3 Impact of vegetation clearing
Using camera detections per 24-hour period as an index of quenda activity, detection rates
for treatment and control areas were assessed before and after clearings to determine
whether the vegetation clearing had any impact. Rat and unknown detections were also
analysed. A summary of detection rates can be seen in Table 3.3.
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Table 3.3 Mean detection rates for each area. Detection rates shown as detections per 24-hour
period

Area

Time point

2A
4
12
14A
25

Quenda

Rat

Unknown

Pre
Post

0.15

0.02

0

0.48

0.06

0.68

Pre

0.39

0.09

0.08

Post

0.59

0

0.04

Pre

0.39

0.3

0.15

Post

0.19

0.04

0.02

Pre

0.23

0.03

0.15

Post

0.26
1.21
1.37

0
0.55
0.29

0.1
0.19
0.27

Pre
Post

3.3.1 Vegetation change
After fire mitigation measures took place in sections of areas 12 and 14A (see section 2.4),
the main variables that were affected were shrub cover and horizontal vegetation density.
The effect these reductions had on the total area can be seen in the following plots (Figure
3.9 and 3.10) which display ranges for pre and post vegetation clearing.

Figure 3.9 Means (percentage) and IQR of effected vegetation variables in treatment areas before
and after clearing. Area 12 (left) and 14 (right). A) Shrub cover, B) Horizontal vegetation density 048cm.
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Figure 3.10 Means (percentage) and IQR of effected vegetation variables in treatment areas before
and after clearing. Area 12 (left) and 14 (right). A) Horizontal vegetation density 48-96cm, B)
Horizontal vegetation density 96-144cm, C) Bare ground, D) Litter, E) Grass, F) ‘Other’ ground cover.
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3.3.2 Effect on quenda activity
A Poisson generalised linear model (GLM) analysis revealed that the three control areas (2A,
4 and 25) had a significant increase of 0.29 detections per 24-hour period after clearing had
taken place in treatment areas (z = 2.787, p = 0.005) (12 and 14A). In the treatment areas,
there was no significant difference found in the change in quenda detection rate compared
to the change that occurred in the control areas after clearing (z = -1.216, p = 0.224).
To account for any possible overdispersion a negative binomial GLM was used. This analysis
looks at the probability of detection. There was a significant increase in the probability of
detection in the control areas after clearing had taken place in treatment areas (z = 2.689, p
= 0.007), as similarly detected by the GLM. In the treatment areas, there was no significant
difference found in the change in probability of detection compared to the change in
probability of detection in the control areas after clearing (z = -1.337, p = 0.181).
These analyses would suggest that there was no significant reduction in quenda activity in the
areas that experienced vegetation reduction. Although when applying a Loess curve (see
section 2.7) to the data it would suggest that the trend for both groups went in opposing
directions after clearings took place (Figure 3.11). This non-parametric analysis is suggesting
that quenda activity did fall for the areas that were cleared.
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Figure 3.11 Quenda detections from control (dark) and treatment (light) groups fitted with Loess
curves and 95% confidence intervals. Clearings occurred on day 48.

Since most of unknown detections were suspected to be quenda (see section 2.5), they were
combined with the quenda data to see if this showed a difference in detection rate change
between the treatment and control areas after clearing. The Poisson GLM showed there was
a significant increase of 0.29 detections per 24-hour period (z = 3.015, p = 0.003) for the
combined (quenda and unknown) detection rate in control areas after clearing had taken
place in treatment areas. The change in treatment areas detection rate after clearing was
significantly lower by 0.53 per 24-hour period after clearing (z = -2.591, p = 0.009) compared
to that of the control areas change.
The negative binomial GLM showed the control areas had a significant increase in the
probability of detection by 0.33 for the combined quenda and unknown after clearing (z =
2.933, p = 0.003). Treatment areas had a significantly lower change in the probability of
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detection for quenda and unknowns compared to the change in control areas by 0.57 (z = 2.533, p = 0.011).
These analyses would suggest that by combining quenda and unknown detections to assume
all are quenda, there is a significant reduction in quenda activity in the areas that experienced
vegetation reduction while the control areas increased. When applying a Loess curve to the
data, it would support this finding (Figure 3.12). The Loess curves show a similar directional
trend to the quenda only analysis.

Figure 3.12 Quenda and unknown detections from control (dark) and treatment (light) groups fitted
with Loess curves and 95% confidence intervals. Clearings occurred on day 48.

3.3.3 Effect on rat activity
For a comparison to quendas, the same analyses were carried out on rat detections as they
were another ground-dwelling mammal in high abundance during the study. The Poisson GLM
showed rat detection rates significantly declined in control areas after clearing by 0.67
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detections per 24-hour period (z = -3.097, p = 0.002). This contrasted with quenda detection
rates which increased in control areas after clearing. Rat detection rates also declined in
treatment areas but at a significantly greater rate of 1.26 detections per 24-hour period (z = 2.006, p = 0.045) than that in the control areas.
The negative binomial GLM showed the probability of detecting rats in control areas
significantly declined by 0.61 (z = -2.396, p = 0.017) after clearing. The probability of detecting
rats in treatment areas after clearing was significantly lower than the decline in control areas
with the probably of detection 1.45 lower to preclearing (z = -2.145, p = 0.032).
Instead of activity rates increasing in the control areas, rat activity dropped in both area
groups after clearing but the decline was more pronounced in the areas that experienced
vegetation reduction. Applying a Loess curve to the rat detection data shows the declines in
detections for both area groups (Figure 3.13).

Figure 3.13 Rat detections from control (dark) and treatment (light) groups fitted with Loess curves
and 95% confidence intervals. Clearings occurred on day 48.
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3.4 Comparison of position, fur length and tape application on tag attachment duration.
Four positions on the body were trialled for GPS attachments: the lower rump (n = 1), midrump (n = 4), mid-flank (n = 7) and upper back (n = 19). The lower rump attachment method
result was not included in the analysis due to the lack of replicates. This method was
attempted first and immediately discarded following detachment out of concerns that the
GPS could not achieve a consistent signal. Fur was left either natural (n = 11) or trimmed (n =
20). Tape was also applied over the tag for seven attachments. Attachment duration did not
follow a normal distribution with a high number of premature detachments (Figure 3.14).
Median attachment length was 31.75 hours with an inter quartile range (IQR) of 49.48.

Figure 3.14 Frequency of GPS tag attachment duration in hours.

When looking at the effect of tape application on attachment duration (Figure 3.15) there
was found to be no significant difference whether applied or not (t = 0.11, p = 0.91). This was
also the case for fur length (Figure 3.16) with no significant difference in attachment duration
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between fur being left full length or trimmed (t = 0.01, p = 0.99). While there was no significant
difference in fur length on attachment times, the preference was to trim to reduce any harm
to the animal if the tag was forcibly removed by the animal. Significance of either method did
not change when modelled with other variables.
When factoring in all variables, there was no significant difference in duration for attachment
position between the middle and upper back (t = 0.72, p = 0.48) or between the mid-rump
and mid-flank position (t = 1.03, p = 0.31). There was however a significant difference in
duration between the upper back and side position (t = 2.32, p = 0.03) with the upper back
producing 50.76 more hours of attachment duration when the other variables are fixed.
Attachment range for body position can be seen in Figure 3.17.

3.15 Mean and IQR of attachment duration dependant on tape application. Time displayed in hours.
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Figure 3.16 Means and IQR of attachment duration dependant on fur length. Time displayed in
hours.

3.17 Mean and IQR of attachment duration dependant on body position. Time displayed in hours.
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4.0 Discussion
This study observed the habitat preferences of the quenda at Murdoch campus and
determined whether vegetation removal would have an impact on quenda activity. At a
macrohabitat scale, quenda activity was higher in areas containing dense bush and horizontal
vegetation density from 48 to 144cm while it was lower in areas containing grass cover.
Foraging also occurred more in areas with higher density from 48 to 144cm and favoured
areas close to grass trees. On a microhabitat scale, there was a small preference for lower
grass, litter and canopy cover. The removal of vegetation during the fire mitigation plan,
resulted in less quenda activity in some analyses while areas left alone saw a rise in activity.
Rats declined in most areas after clearing. There was not much difference in tag attachment
duration between methods with only the upper back showing a significant improvement over
the mid-flank position. The following section will discuss and interpret these findings.
4.1 Habitat preferences
4.1.1 Macrohabitat
Macrohabitat preferences for the quenda were calculated by comparing quenda activity
indices against the overall habitat characteristics of an area. With the areas being highly
variable at a small scale, this analysis was likely more suitable and reflective of the preference
of the quenda than the microhabitat observations we made.
Cameras detections suggested quenda activity was more frequent in areas featuring higher
shrub cover and vegetation density particularly from 48 to 144cm. This result is not
unexpected due to there being documented observations reflecting this with other Isoodon
species (Haby et al., 2013; Vernes, 2003; Keiper & Johnson, 2004). This preference for dense
vegetation was most noticeable in Area 25 which featured a high level of density from 48 to
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144cm and showed the highest activity of quenda along with the presence of other ground
dwelling mammals. A similar range of vegetation density (40 to 150cm) was observed by Haby
et al. (2013) to be utilised by the closely related Isoodon obesulus suggesting that this genus’
preference is of significant low to mid storey vegetation. This is possibly for protection from
potential predators both mammal and avian. Quenda activity was less frequent in areas
featuring higher levels of grass cover which is similar to the preference we found during the
microhabitat analysis.
The presence of diggings reflected known foraging activity sites by quendas. High frequencies
of diggings were found to be more common again in areas that consisted of thicker vegetation
density from 48 to 144cm supporting our observations from the camera results. They also
appeared to be more common in areas with denser canopy cover. Higher frequency of
diggings found in areas of denser canopy cover contrasts with our findings from the
microhabitat analysis. This may reflect a foraging preference that is different to their other
movements. The preference for denser canopy coverage may be a way of avoiding avian
predators as suggested by Keiper and Johnson (2004). This would allow them to forage with
more freedom.
The presence of diggings had a strong negative association with grass tree distance suggesting
quendas did not stray far from potential nesting sites to forage. Grass tree significance to
bandicoot habitat has been often reported in studies especially for Isoodon species (Haby et
al., 2013; Keiper & Johnson, 2004). The grass tree skirts on mature trees provide an ideal
nesting location for small ground dwelling mammals (Keiper & Johnson,2004). Parts of
Murdoch’s campus have a high abundance of grass trees particularly the north eastern
corridor where this study occurred. On multiple occasions GPS tags were found under grass
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tree skirts suggesting that those animals removed the tags while they were nesting or while
using the grass tree skirt as a refuge.
4.1.2 Microhabitat
Findings showed that there was a strong overlap in the microhabitat features used compared
to that which was unused in the habitat. There was a significant, but small preference for,
lower grass, litter and canopy cover. At the microhabitat scale, there did not appear to be a
significant preference for increased bush cover or vegetation density which contrasts with
what is commonly found with bandicoots and ground dwelling mammals (Catling et al, 2000).
The preference against grass cover is not unusual as other species of bandicoots have been
observed avoiding grass or grass like habitats in other studies (Haby et al., 2013; Keiper &
Johnson, 2004). Long grass has suggested to be avoided due to mobility reasons by Keiper
and Johnson (2004). From observations of Murdoch, high levels of grass cover often meant
less understorey of dense shrubs and would have left the quenda vulnerable to predators. In
area 14, grass was of reasonable length so while it provided moderate cover in our first level
of density measurement (0 to 48cm), it was unlikely enough to satisfy the quendas preference
for low and mid storey cover. The quendas tended to prefer the adjacent grevillea (see section
2.4) which supplied more significant coverage in the higher density scales. In other areas
where shorter grass cover was present, there was little in the way of protection.
Our study found that the quendas were more likely to be found in a microhabitat not featuring
dense canopy cover or litter. These two vegetation characteristics were found to have a high
correlation with each other, so it is of no surprise to find them having the same negative
impact on microhabitat preferences for the quenda. Leaf litter has been found to be used by
some species of bandicoots in conjunction with dense undergrowth for nest sites (Chambers
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and Dickman, 2002). This finding was not supported by this study. One reason for this finding
may be that the GPS tracking failed to record fixes in nesting locations. This is because the
density of the vegetation blocked the tracker’s ability to connect with satellites reliably or at
all. It is also possible that with only two fixes used per day in the analysis that they were not
a strong feature of the data. It is conceivable then that the lack of nest locations in our analysis
is why our data shows a negative preference for litter. Alternatively, from our general
observations, areas with denser canopy cover had a lower amount of undergrowth so if the
quenda were favouring lower storey cover then by default this would show as a negative
association with dense canopy cover. The avoidance of leaf litter would be a by-product of
the denser canopy avoidance due to their high correlation. A negative association with dense
canopy cover was also found by Keiper and Johnson (2004).
Shrub and vegetation densities were not found to be significant on this scale even though
other members of the Isoodon genus are shown to favour a dense understorey (Haby et al.
2013) and this preference was found on a macrohabitat scale (see above). It was apparent
during the vegetation survey that the GPS coordinates may not be consistently accurate
enough to give us fine-scale preferences on vegetation density. There could be scenarios
where the exact microhabitat utilized by the quenda fell outside our assessment plot. In other
cases, the dense vegetation could be cancelled out by other vegetation characteristics inside
the plot such as bare ground. This is due to Murdoch’s high variability at a fine habitat scale.
We also had the issue that because microhabitat preferences were only based on two
coordinates per day of each animal, there was the possibility of chance that we selected a
transitional movement between microhabitats and they may not show a strong microhabitat
preference compared to when nesting or foraging.
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4.2 The effect of habitat reduction
The second aim of this study was to observe if there was a significant reduction in quenda
activity in areas of Murdoch campus that underwent vegetation removal due to fire
mitigation. The fire mitigation report recommended removing any dense sclerophyll-based
ground flora, loose debris or pest species while trimming overgrown grass. Not only was
vegetation removal thought to be beneficial for fire mitigation reasons but the improved
visibility through patches of bushland increased the security around the campus especially
near car parks such as near area 12. However, it would appear from our findings that this
removal of vegetation had a significant effect on the ground dwelling fauna found on campus.
Results found a significant increase in activity in the control areas while the cleared areas had
no significant change despite the loess curve indicating a decline when focussing solely on
camera detections of what we could confirm as quendas. This result was found both when
total quenda detections and the number of days that detected quenda were included in the
analysis. The reason for the quendas increase in activity in control areas is not immediately
obvious as there could have been several possibilities, but it is still possible that the
insignificant decline in treatment areas was the source of the increase. Other possibilities
could include breeding activity, human interference, ongoing disturbance effects from the
clearing or interspecies interactions. These will all be discussed in turn.
We can rule out any impact on our part as our presence was minimal and similar across all
test sites. Clearings may have caused an ongoing disturbance effect in the treatment areas
but was unlikely as they were completed within a short time frame so should not have had
any large influence. We did observe a high number of pregnant females towards the end of
trapping (see section 3.2.1) so the increase in activity could have been due to breeding. We
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also observed a decline in black rat activity from the camera trap data. A decline in black rats
has been shown to increase bandicoot abundance when occupying the same habitat (Morris,
2002). Rats were shown to decline across all areas which could explain the rise in quenda
activity although the treatment areas experienced a larger decline. If either of these
possibilities were the cause for increased activity in the control areas, it would be likely that
it should occur in the treatment areas also. We would have expected the treatment areas to
have shown an increase in quendas due to the larger decline in rats. It is more likely that the
vegetation removal impacted on the presence of rats in treatment areas as loss of habitat
structure, specifically ground cover, has been shown to be detrimental to rodents due to the
increase risk of predation (Lawes et al., 2015). The reason for the overall decline in rat activity
however is unknown. It is possible that the rats were impacted by the winter weather and
sought refuge during this period or they had become the victims of increased predation.

Given that the loess curve showed a decline of quenda activity in the cleared areas, the
sample size may not have been big enough to get a significant result using the parametric
GLMs. With the suspicion the rise of quenda activity in control areas could have been due to
the vegetation loss in our treatment sites, we re-analysed the quenda detections to include
all unknown detections. The majority of unidentifiable ground-dwelling mammals in our data
were suspected to be quendas but as this could not be confirmed they were categorised
separately to make our data more accurate. Key species identifiers being tails and heads were
often hidden from camera view making confirmations of quenda sightings difficult. When
combined with the quenda detections to assume they were all quendas, the treatment areas
showed a significant drop in quenda activity. Control sites once again had an increase in
quenda activity. This would perhaps indicate that the quendas that inhabited the treatment
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areas before vegetation clearings, moved to more denser habitats after the clearings took
place.

The decrease we found in quenda and rat activity is more significant when you factor in the
conservative nature of the research design. Camera traps may have had an increased chance
of detecting animals in areas following clearing due to a potentially expanded range after
obstructions were removed. This was the case with multiple cameras in treatment areas
experiencing limited ranges due to the vegetation in their foreground. Once that vegetation
was removed, they may have experienced an expanded detection range. There was evidence
in parts of area 14 where the high level of long grass often concealed the animals moving
through it. Identifying animals was made easier after clearings had been carried out. As
explained in section 2.1, this altered probability of detection and could not be estimated
without using abundance or occupancy modelling, neither of which were appropriate in this
situation. In any case, this bias in detection probably in favour of cleared areas only makes
the finding of reduced activity following clearing more significant.
Our study shows that the negative impact of habitat reduction can be significant at an
individual level even when a relatively small portion of an area is modified. The clearing that
took place in area 12 only accounted for 12 percent of the total area but was enough to cause
a significant reduction in activity of the quenda also the black rat. The vegetation that was
cleared mainly affected bush cover and vegetation density in the low to medium range (see
section 3.3.1). Due to the correlation we found with the camera traps and diggings between
quenda activity, shrub cover and vegetation density, it is no surprise that the activity declined
when those habitat elements were reduced. The correlation we found between quenda
activity, shrub cover and density are supported by similar research into small ground dwelling
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mammals being more abundant around denser vegetation in the lower layers (Bennett, 1993;
Catling et al., 2000; Dickman & Doncaster, 1987). With the campus made up of a mosaic of
varying sized habitat patches, consideration must be taken with the amount of low and
medium vegetation density removed particularly the areas of smaller size. The study
acknowledges that there may be an impact on individuals, but the level of population impact
is unknown. Perhaps the overlap in home ranges allows the control areas to absorb these
animals in the short term. However, there may be long term impacts in terms of food
resources and space.

4.3 Tag attachment comparison
Overall there was not much difference in attachment duration based on the difference in
methods of attachment. The only significant difference was position between the upper back
and the mid-flank with the upper back producing a significantly longer attachment duration.
Attachment duration was found to be quite variable overall regardless of what position was
used on the quenda and could have partly been due to the quality of the adhesive contact
during attachment. After multiple attachments lasted less than 24 hours including five of
those less than an hour, it was evidence that some individuals were removing the GPS tags
themselves. This was confirmed by the presence of bite marks on the antenna on most of the
GPS tags. One of the last attachments of the study was found with the antenna snapped from
its base suggesting that the tag was well secured to the body before the individual attempted
removal and the antenna was the weakest link.
Our findings suggest that simply gluing the tag to the rump or back of a quenda may not be
the best method if a long period of movement information is required. The longest
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attachment we achieved was 129 hours with a median of 32 hours. Our longest attachment
was double the length that was achieved by Lobert (1990) while radio tracking southern
brown bandicoots. In that study radio tags were glued to the rump with the fur left
untrimmed. Our combined tags totalled twice the weight of their tag (7g) being approximately
15g. Without knowing the dimensions of their tag, it is possible that our heavier GPS unit had
a larger contact patch increasing the strength of the attachment thus achieving a longer time.
An option in future research using this method could be to increase the contact patch to as
large as possible while maintaining a suitable weight for the quenda.
As the main issue with tag attachment appeared to be self-removal by the quenda, we suggest
that placement be as high up and as close to the head as possible while remaining central
following the spine. Attachment to the flank allowed easy access for the quenda to remove
the tag. A high position also gives the GPS tag the best possible chance at achieving a
successful and accurate fix due to the density of vegetation frequented by the quenda. It
would be highly advisable to attempt an intrascapular attachment in the future, which was
trialled successfully by Coetsee et al. (2016) without complications. This was not possible
during the current study due to complications with animal ethics approval. Coetsee et al.
(2016) attempted intrascapular attachments on the eastern barred bandicoot and achieved
attachment duration up to 22 days although they too experienced variability. They shaved
the fur which is the preferred method and meant to achieve the best contact and attachment
time. It is feasible that the long attachment times they experienced were due to the eastern
barred bandicoot being smaller in size to the quenda and not having the same strength to be
able to dislodge the tag on a more regular basis. Also, the tags themselves were light only
weighing 1.9g and possibly did not distress the animal as much as a heavier tag could.
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While our study does not support attaching a tag to the flank of a quenda, Coetsee et al.
(2016) experienced adequate results in attaching tags in this position on eastern barred
bandicoots with the addition of sutures. Their attachment method produced an average of
20 days (± 2 SE) with a maximum of 30 days. The addition of sutures to glued tags on
bandicoots was recommended by Seebeck and Booth (1996) while comparing attachment
methods on the same species and has since become more common when conducting wildlife
monitoring. They are an invasive method but have shown to not have any major health
impacts on animals so far (Castle et al., 2015; Coetsee et al., 2016).
The addition of sutures may be an option in the case of the quenda if collars are not preferred
in future studies due to the species digging nature. Given that we did not try all possible
positions or shave the fur plus the scope to modify contact patch size and the antenna length
and position, it still may be possible to achieve an improved attachment length without the
need for invasive measures. On current knowledge, this study is the first time GPS attachment
has been trialled on the quenda. Results from previous studies on other bandicoot species
indicate that attachment time could be much longer.
4.4 General demographics
Cooper (1998) observed mean metapopulation weights of the quenda ranging from 688g to
1312g. The mean weight during this study was observed at 817g placing Murdoch’s
metapopulation towards the lower end of the range found by Cooper. This observation is
supported by previous findings when comparing Murdoch’s quenda population weight to that
inhabiting a more natural environment where Murdoch’s was found to be significantly smaller
(Thomas, 1984). Significant differences in size and shape have been observed for quenda
metapopulations (Cooper, 1998) with a lack of gene flow despite no obvious physical barriers
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suggesting adaptive divergence to environmental conditions (Cooper, 2000). Murdoch’s
campus habitat showing a population selecting for smaller individuals.
Home ranges of many individuals in the population appeared to be set with some individuals
being caught multiple times at the same trapping point. Using regular population survey data
(K.Bryant, unpublished data), it was discovered that some individuals had been in the same
area for years. Home ranges overlapped greatly with multiple individuals trapped in each
area. Quendas have been shown to have flexible home ranges that can overlap when there is
a high population density (Broughtman & Dickman, 1991). The degree of overlap can increase
when there is high amount of available food (Broughtman & Dickman, 1991). Observations
from the field found that quendas occasionally carried minor injuries most likely caused by
fighting each other so while an area could inhabit many individuals they likely avoided each
other outside of breeding due to their pugnacious behaviour (Dyck & Strahan, 2008).
By using groups of GPS fix failures as an estimation of nesting times, activity for the majority
of quendas was recorded during the day suggesting that the population on campus is
predominantly diurnal. This is supported by opportunistic sightings by the author and
Murdoch staff. The quenda has been known to be traditionally nocturnal like many other
marsupials although has been on record to be predominantly diurnal in the absence of
predators (Menkhorst & Knight, 2011). While Murdoch is still inhabited by the odd red fox or
house cat as observed by the camera traps, frequent human activity would keep most
predators away during the day. It is also possible that a cooler ambient temperature played a
part in this phenomenon as our trapping occurred during autumn and winter. Quenda activity
during the summer months may occur more frequently in the cooler hours of the night to
conserve energy but further studies would be needed to confirm this. I.obesulus has also
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shown to be diurnal as observed by Lobert (1990) during radio tracking in a heathland habitat
in Victoria.
Trapping results observed a female biased sex ratio of 1:2. This female bias has not been
reflected during studies previously at Murdoch (Thomas, 1984) or consistently across
populations elsewhere in the south west (Cooper, 1998). Dispersal is considered equal
between the sexes in other bandicoots (Li et al., 2015), and there is no reason to suggest that
the quenda is any different. This makes it unlikely that this is an adaptive sex ratio bias that
could be explained by dispersal-bias theories (Clark, 1978; Hamilton, 1967). Alternatively,
males may be experiencing a higher mortality rate than their female counterparts, but this
explanation would require further research to confirm. Increased male mortality has been
suggested as a consequence of a greater susceptibility of males to experience food shortage
associated with their faster growth rates and increased nutritional requirements in dimorphic
species or as a result of decreased parental investment (Clutton-Brock et al., 1985). The high
number of females could potentially have been a trapping bias from either the females
seeking out food to support lactation or, by chance, trapping in more predominantly femalebased home ranges. Of the females trapped with pouch young, most were caught towards
the end of winter. Quendas are known to breed throughout the year but the spike in the
number of pregnant females we witnessed coincides with the eastern states breeding season
(Heinsohn, 1966; Stoddart & Braithwaite, 1979).
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4.5 Study limitations and future research
The tag attachment issues meant that the data that was collected wasn’t as extensive as we
would have liked. Compounding this problem was the GPS tag’s issue with achieving
successful fixes due to the density of vegetation that the quenda frequently inhabited. It was
for this reason only two fixes per 24-hour period for our analysis as some tagging efforts only
returned a limited number of usable fixes. Home range size and short-term utilization
distributions could not be determined accurately. Original plans were to assess resting areas
separate to active areas but knowing the exact location of resting positions was impossible
with the lack of data from the GPS unit when under dense vegetation. Assessing vegetation
at the last recorded GPS fix was trialled as a way of assuming resting location but it soon
became apparent that this was unreliable with some coordinates being clearly out in open
ground where a quenda would not be resting due to be being highly vulnerable to predators.
Murdoch’s campus proved to be a challenging study site due to its small habitat patches and
their high variability in microhabitats. Due to the variability it was difficult to quantify exactly
what was available in each area in some circumstances. Area 14 for example had large patches
of open grass but was surrounded by dense grevillea that attracted the quendas. The high
variability in small scale habitat meant that intense GPS data collection within each small area
would be required but that would be logistically prohibitive and only reflect a few individuals.
If areas at Murdoch are to be studied again on this scale it may be an option to record flora
at a species level or at a family level similar to the study done by Haby et al. (2013). With flora
identification details recorded, finer scale information on the level of clearing could be
analysed and revegetation efforts improved.
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After downloading several tracking attempts it became evident that the coordinates recorded
by the GPS had a certain amount of location error. Even when removing fixes that contained
a high HDOP (over 3), some coordinates were far from where we knew the animal had been.
While we knew from testing that the majority of fixes would be within 5 metres of the actual
position of the animal, attempting to analyse microhabitat in a highly variable environment
would prove difficult. To take into account GPS error, vegetation was assessed in plots of 10
metres diameter but by doing that it meant the information on microhabitat was not as fine
of scale as was possibly needed and might be the reason that fewer preferences were
determined than in other studies (see section 4.2.1 above). If this method is used again to
study microhabitat preferences of the quenda at Murdoch, it is recommended that the tagged
animals be radio tracked periodically to triangulate to fixes to finer scale locations of nesting
and foraging habitat. The inclusion of a GPS unit with accelerometer would allow activity time
to be more precisely measured and a breakdown of foraging and nesting areas. Alternatively,
the use of a line and spool could be used due its reliable accuracy.
The camera trapping proved to be a successful method of detecting quenda activity though
we were restricted in our range of testing by the number of cameras that were available.
Ideally, we would have liked to increase coverage by monitoring more areas of the campus
and potentially had more cameras in each area to strengthen findings. The clearing of the two
treatment areas (12 and 14A) occurred later than we would have hoped and weren’t of the
scale and intensity as some of the other areas of campus that were cleared prior to this study
commencing. Originally, area 25 had been planned to be a treatment area which would have
been ideal given its high abundance rate but future building plans for that part of campus
meant it could not be cleared during the time of this study. Instead we utilised it as a control
site. Area 14 was chosen in its place and while it didn’t initially appear to be the best site to
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monitor quendas due to its open grassland sections, it did allow us to get some correlation
data between activity and vegetation type.
A more thorough analysis of the quenda population inhabiting Murdoch would be benefitted
by a study carried out over a longer period as this would allow seasonal observations.

4.6 Management implications
The management of Murdoch’s environs face a challenging task of maintaining the balance
between providing a safe campus with a low potential fire risk and sustaining a suitable
habitat for the local quenda population. The northern section of campus being a highly
populated urban environment means that adequate fire mitigation is of high importance yet
maintaining suitable low and mid storey vegetation is vital for the quendas sustainability. The
complete removal of dense shrub has shown to have a significant negative effect on the
intensity of area use by the species putting pressure on remaining habitat to support more
numbers. While the quenda has shown that it can survive in reasonably high densities
providing food availability is high, populations become highly vulnerable to demographic
decline, genetic deterioration, and local extinction under increasing habitat connectivity loss.
Since there are no alternative options to reducing dense vegetation in some sections of
campus, it is recommended that any clearing take place in strategic and staggered stages to
maintain a consistent level of available habitat for the quendas. This would include fine scale
removal of dead vegetation and fuel load rather than complete vegetation removal. It would
be ideal if any area that is cleared that it be revegetated following the removal of high fuel
material with a quenda friendly species to ensure that adequate cover is maintained after
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mitigation has taken place. Other recommendations are creating adequate pathways
between habitat patches and maintaining to some degree the vegetation structure of areas
that currently contain high abundances of quendas such as area 25. Grass trees have also
shown by our research to be positively correlated with quenda activity as they have in
research on eastern state species (Haby et al., 2013, Keiper & Johnson, 2004). If the grass tree
skirts are cut back like they have been recommended to in the fire mitigation plan (BPP, 2016),
quenda nesting locations are likely to be significantly reduced. Grass trees could instead be
assessed on a tree by tree basis as to its location and fire risk.
Finally, our camera trapping data revealed the presence of foxes and rabbits on the campus
particularly in areas 14 and 25. With potential habitat reduction already putting a strain on
the quenda population, the eradication of foxes and pest species such as the European rabbit
should be a priority. With fewer habitat patches and vegetation coverage, the predatory
species can easier target abundant areas and severely deplete the quenda population if not
controlled.
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